
 

 

 

Lincoln, NE – January 30, 2018 – Software Technology, LLC, the maker of Tabs3 software, is excited to 

announce the release of a new cloud billing program, Kurent.  Kurent is an easy to use program designed 

for solo and small law firms who typically don’t use and don’t want to pay for elaborate practice 

management features.  The team that made Tabs3, the most award winning billing software in the legal 

industry, used their more than 35 years of knowledge and experience to build a product that is tailored to 

the billing needs of solo and small law firms. 

 

“We know that many solo and small firms struggle to track their time and send out invoices using Word 

and Excel, or QuickBooks,” said Dan Berlin, President and CEO of Software Technology, LLC. “Every screen 

and dashboard in Kurent is designed with them in mind so that the process of getting paid for legal work 

can be as easy as possible.”  

 

Kurent provides solo and small law firms with an integrated, seamless way to track their time, create 

invoices and record payments.  It includes dashboards that provide valuable insight into the status of 

work done, invoices sent and collected – all through easy to understand charts and graphs.  Attorneys can 

email invoices to clients in Kurent and get paid online with LawPay. Kurent also makes it easy to take care 

of your back office needs by integrating with QuickBooks online.  Backed by decades of legal billing 

software experience, Kurent delivers an intuitive design and reliability that the legal industry has come to 

expect from a Tabs3 product.  

 

To learn more about Kurent, visit Kurent.com. 

Software Technology, LLC is the leading provider of legal software in the United States with more than 35 

years of experience developing legal billing software and more than 100,000 active monthly users on 

products such as Tabs3, PracticeMaster, and Kurent. Kurent is a web based billing program for solo and 

small law firms. Tabs3 software is a desktop suite that features the nation’s most award-winning legal 

billing software. Kurent allows attorneys to easily track their time, send out invoices and collect payments 

– including integrating online payments. For more information, visit Tabs3.com or Kurent.com. 
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